
Wednesday 13th February 2019- Group 1 You may have seen some of these words for homework before. We are going 

back over spellings to check what is known and what needs a little more practise. We want your child to be a successful 

speller, therefore they may be revisiting words every now and again to ensure that they are secure with them. 

reuse      

redo      

recycle      

replay      

reload      
Don’t forget to write each word in to a sentence. 
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Wednesday 13th February 2019- Group 2 You may have seen some of these words for homework before. We are 

going back over spellings to check what is known and what needs a little more practise. We want your child to be a 

successful speller, therefore they may be revisiting words every now and again to ensure that they are secure with 

them. 

recycle       

reclaim       

reload       

refill       

recount       
Don’t forget to write each word in to a sentence. 
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Wednesday 13th February 2019- Group 3 All of this week’s words have come from the year 3 and 4 

spelling list. As we want your child to be a successful speller, they may, from time to time, bring home 

words that you have seen before for homework that we feel need a little more practise. 

recycle      

rearrange      

rethink      

regroup      

reappear      
Don’t forget to write each word in to a sentence. 
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